
Staffing 
Solution



Automate your Staffing Process using Revv!
Currently, 20,000* staffing companies hire more than 15 million* people every year in the USA.
These companies relieve corporate organizations from hectic hiring processes.
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Services of staffing companies
include:

Benefits of using Revv for staffing 
services are:

Interviewing new candidates

Managing onboarding 
formalities

Background verification of
newly-hired candidates

Automate the whole
documentation process

Onboard candidates in no time

Simplify audit and verification 
processes

Send multiple documents at once

Send multiple documents at once



Drafting lengthy 
NDAs

Time-consuming 
process

Hectic workflow Multiple human errors
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Existing challenge
Hiring candidates has become a hectic process for staffing companies. Along with hiring,
the company also takes care many other tasks, one of which is drafting and sending NDAs
for eSign to the new hires.

Challenges faced while sending NDAs:

The company requires an easy-to-use, reliable solution to draft and send multiple NDAs
for eSign in no time.
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Sending multiple NDAs at once
Eliminate the hassle of printing NDAs, getting wet signatures, and sending emails with Revv!
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Benefits

Send documents in bulk using Revv’s APIs

Analyze your documents using Metalens and 
export the data

Integrate your documents and data with 
Salesforce, Zoho, Google Drive, Zapier, 
Slack, and more

Automation

Close documents in no time using 
our eSignatures
Verify your signers using OTP authentication

Legally-verified and approved in 48 countries

eSignature
Send documents to multiple recipients
at once
Collect annexures and supporting
documents
Add personalized messages or videos 
for candidates within

Document
management

In-app tracking of activities on documents
Access centralized audit trails in a few clicks
Reduce the risk of improper use of documents

Activity
Tracking



Contact us

sales@revv.so

www.revv.so

/revv_so

+1 (424) 260-4888


